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Date: XX September/October 21
To: Jeremy Miles - Minister for Education
Dear Mr Miles,
We are writing to submit to you the enclosed rebuttal of the unjustifiable use of the UNCRC by the Children’s
Commissioner for Wales in her February 2021 “Review of the Welsh Government’s exercise of its functions.”
We also seek the opportunity to liaise with you to ensure that the home educating community is represented
and treated as fairly and honourably as any other community within our society.
The Welsh Government states that it seeks to encourage, promote and celebrate diversity in Wales,
advocating for a pluralistic and tolerant society.[1] Any such society has to have a diverse and pluralistic
approach to education.
As home educators in Wales, we embrace this approach. A register of home educators is completely at odds
with a tolerant and pluralistic society.[2] One would certainly never envisage mandatory registers for people
on the grounds of their religious, political or philosophical beliefs or because of sexuality.
A tolerant society protects the clear legal principle of “innocent until proven guilty,” by adopting a reactive
stance to the investigation of any potential crime or infringement of the law. One does not take action against
subgroups of the community without evidence, “just in case” there might be a risk of harm to individuals or
the community; the authorities only act if there are reasonable grounds to believe there is risk of harm, and
any measures taken have to be reasonable and proportionate.
Evidence would be required that home educated children were at significantly increased risk of harm, such as
abuse and neglect, in order to justify registration. There is no such evidence. Indeed, research has shown that
home educated children are statistically at significantly less risk of abuse and neglect within the home that
their school educated peers.[3]
Furthermore, home educated children are not at risk from the considerable rates of peer and adult- mediated
sexual, physical and emotional abuse which the Welsh Government are starting to acknowledge occur so
frequently in school-based education.[4] The concept of alleged “visibility” cannot possibly be taken as a
safeguarding gain when schoolchildren are “seen” and a register taken on a daily basis, and yet so many of
them still suffer from abuse and neglect
We would welcome further opportunity to familiarise you with our experiences of the wonderful diversity of
educational approaches being used by home educators. We hope there could be a change of narrative in
future, accompanied by a more constructive dialogue between the Government and home educators here in
Wales.
Families First in Education Wales
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